FA BR IC C A R E I NS T RUC T IONS
BELGIAN FLAX LINEN BASKET WEAVE
Crafted from the finest Belgian flax, our Belgian Flax Linen Basket Weave is densely woven and
richly textured with an understated basket weave.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Dry cleaning preferred.
• For spots, use solvent.
• Avoid rubbing the soiled area.

BELGIAN FLAX CROSS WEAVE LINEN
Crafted from the finest Belgian flax, our Cross Weave Linen is mill-washed in small batches.
Heavyweight yet finely textured, it features a two-tone cross-weave pattern for added dimension
and rich color. The fabric has a performance finish for stain resistance.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• For oily stains, use solvent.
• For water-based spots, use water-based cleaners.
• For other stains, spot clean with natural soap.

BELGIAN LINEN
Crafted by Libeco, Belgium’s oldest and most revered mill, our Belgian Linen is woven from the
finest Belgian flax and washed in small batches. Awarded the Masters of Linen® certification, the
heavyweight fabric has an Alta™ performance finish for superior stain repellency and a knit backing
for additional structure and durability. Offering permanent protection for the life of the fabric, waterbased Alta™ permeates cloth fibers for easy care while preserving the beauty, color and natural
texture of the fabric.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Basic Care. Spills will bead on fabrics with an Alta stain-repellent finish. Blot spills gently with a
clean, dry, absorbent cloth. Allow the cloth to absorb the liquid.
• Stubborn stains. Dampen cloth with warm water and blot the spill gently. Do not rub. Frequently
change and dampen the cloth surface with warm water and repeat blotting. Air dry.
• Stubborn stains such as olive oil and ketchup, or stains that have dried on the fabric. Dampen
a cloth with warm water and place a drop of mild dish soap onto the cloth. Blot the stain and
rotate the cloth surface to absorb the stain. Use a clean, damp cloth to blot and remove dish soap
residue. Air dry.
• Red wine and whiskey. Dampen a cloth with warm water and place a drop of mild laundry
detergent. Blot the stain and rotate the cloth surface to absorb the stain. Use a clean, damp cloth
to blot and remove laundry detergent residue. Air dry.
• Lipstick, shoe polish, persistent red wine stains or heavily stained fabric. Visit RH.com for
detailed cleaning instructions.
• Avoid the use of bleach or harsh chemicals. Do not dry clean or steam iron.
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FA BR IC C A R E I NS T RUC T IONS
BELGIAN LINEN BASKET WEAVE
Crafted by Libeco, Belgium’s oldest and most revered mill, our Belgian Linen is woven from the
finest Belgian flax in a classic basket weave with heavyweight yarn that adds depth and dimension.
Awarded the Masters of Linen® certification, the linen has an Alta™ performance finish for superior
stain repellency and a knit backing for additional structure and durability. Offering permanent
protection for the life of the fabric, water-based Alta™ permeates cloth fibers for easy care while
preserving the beauty, color and natural texture of the fabric.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Basic Care. Spills will bead on fabrics with an Alta stain-repellent finish. Blot spills gently with a
clean, dry, absorbent cloth. Allow the cloth to absorb the liquid.
• Stubborn stains. Dampen cloth with warm water and blot the spill gently. Do not rub. Frequently
change and dampen the cloth surface with warm water and repeat blotting. Air dry.
• Stubborn stains such as olive oil and ketchup, or stains that have dried on the fabric. Dampen
a cloth with warm water and place a drop of mild dish soap onto the cloth. Blot the stain and
rotate the cloth surface to absorb the stain. Use a clean, damp cloth to blot and remove dish soap
residue. Air dry.
• Red wine and whiskey. Dampen a cloth with warm water and place a drop of mild laundry
detergent. Blot the stain and rotate the cloth surface to absorb the stain. Use a clean, damp cloth
to blot and remove laundry detergent residue. Air dry.
• Lipstick, shoe polish, persistent red wine stains or heavily stained fabric. Visit RH.com for
detailed cleaning instructions.
• Avoid the use of bleach or harsh chemicals. Do not dry clean or steam iron.

BRUSHED BELGIAN FLAX LINEN COTTON
Our finely crafted Brushed Belgian Flax Linen Cotton has velvety texture with vintage appeal.
Woven from a blend of Belgian flax linen and pure cotton, this stain-resistant upholstery is brushed
to create a luxe feel.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Dry clean only.
• Do not use bleach, water or steam.
• To refresh, use a vacuum with a fabric brush to vacuum up and down and left and right.
• In case of spills, use a clean, lint-free cloth to blot up the liquid as soon as possible; avoid rubbing
the soiled area.
• For dried or set stains, dry cleaning is recommended.

LAUNDERED BELGIAN LINEN
Woven by Libeco, Belgium’s oldest and most revered mill, our linen blend is washed to impart
softness and a relaxed character. Cross-woven colors create a heathered, mélange effect with subtle
luster. Woven and finished to the highest standards, the fabric offers the textural elegance of linen,
with outstanding durability and stain resistance.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Fully washable up to 100°F/40°C.
• May be dry cleaned.
• For spot cleaning, use a mild detergent and forcefully blot the stain with a dry, clean paper towel
or cloth. Wet as needed and do not rub. Ironing may be needed to reactivate stain repellency.
• Do not use bleach.
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STONEWASHED BELGIAN LINEN
Woven by Belgium’s revered Libeco mill, our dense, rich linen is crafted from the world’s finest
Belgian flax. Small-batch stonewashing gives the heavyweight fabric a broken-in softness and a
distressed, unique patina that preserves linen’s inherent texture. Impeccably crafted and finished,
the fabric offers outstanding durability and stain resistance.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Fully washable up to 100°F/40°C.
• May be dry cleaned.
• For spot cleaning, use a mild detergent and forcefully blot the stain with a dry, clean paper
towel or cloth. Wet as needed and do not rub. Ironing may be needed to reactivate stain
repellency.
• Do not use bleach.

WASHED BELGIAN FLAX LINEN
Our linen is woven from the world’s finest Belgian flax. A special enzyme wash process relaxes
the natural fibers, creating an ultra-soft linen with gently worn character. The fabric features a
performance finish for stain-resistance.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• For oily stains, use solvent.
• For water-based spots, use water-based cleaners.
• For other stains, spot clean with natural soap.
• Slipcovers should be dry cleaned.
• If a slipcover is washed, put it back on the frame while the fabric is still partly damp to prevent
excess shrinkage. Shrinkage can be reversed by re-wetting or by ironing with heavy steam.
• Do not use cleaners with whitening agents on dyed fabric.
• Do not use chlorine bleach.

HOLLAND & SHERRY WOOL TWILL
Woven by world-renowned Holland & Sherry, a venerable British textiles company that has been
producing fine fabrics since 1836, our Wool Twill is a classic wool with a soft, supple hand. Master
crafted in an artisanal, time-honored process, the superior wool fiber is dyed in a rich mélange of
colors that are blended and woven to create a luxurious fabric with depth, dimension and subtle
sheen. A backing lends additional structure, abrasion resistance and durability, while a flannel finish
provides smooth texture and an elegant drape.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Dry clean only.
• Do not use bleach, water or steam.
• Dab spills quickly with a soft cloth.
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HOLLAND & SHERRY WOOL BOUCLÉ
Woven by Holland & Sherry, a venerable British textiles company that has been producing fine
fabrics since 1836, our Wool Bouclé is a refined fabric with a soft hand and subtle texture. Master
crafted in an artisanal, time-honored process, the pure wool yarns are dyed in a rich mélange of
colors and entwined to produce a luxurious upholstery fabric that echoes the richness and inviting
comfort of natural fleece. A backing lends additional structure, abrasion resistance and durability.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Dry clean only.
• Do not use bleach, water or steam.
• Dab spills quickly with a soft cloth.

ITALIAN BOUCLÉ
Crafted by a venerable Italian textiles mill, Italian Bouclé is woven of custom-spun yarns that are
blended with virgin wool, cotton and linen for character and dimension, and a touch of viscose for a
silken feel. Rich in texture and soft to the touch, it offers unsurpassed wear and durability.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Dry clean only.
• Do not use bleach, water or steam.
• Spot clean only with a water-free dry-cleaning solvent.

ITALIAN COTTON VELVET
Artisan crafted by a venerable Italian mill, our Italian Cotton Velvet offers a dense cotton pile,
saturated color and a supremely soft hand. The smooth weave adds subtle luster. Normal wear may
result in shading and crushing of the pile. A performance finish provides stain resistance.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Dab spills quickly with a soft cloth.
• Spot clean with warm water and mild soap; blot thoroughly to remove soap residue.
• Treat stains as follows:
• For dry stains, use alcohol, then dry clean.
• For oily stains, use solvent, then dry clean.
• For red wine or lipstick, use alcohol, then dry clean.
• For wet stains like fruit juice or ketchup, use soap and hot water, then dry clean.
• Vacuum with upholstery attachment to remove dust and dirt.
• If pile crushes due to normal use, brush gently with a stiff bristle brush to lift the pile.
• Steam or dry clean if needed.
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ITALIAN MÉLANGE WEAVE
Exceptionally soft and inviting, Italian Mélange Weave offers a refined look with rich texture and a
silky sheen, along with family-friendly durability. Crafted from high-performance yarns that resist
wear, stains and fading, it’s an ideal choice for family rooms, dens and other busy spaces.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Dry clean only.
• Do not use bleach, water or steam.
• Spot clean only with a water-free dry-cleaning solvent.

ITALIAN MERINO WOOL VELVET
Woven by one of Italy’s most esteemed mills, our Italian Merino Wool Velvet fabric has a rich hand
and subtle luster. Pairing the prized softness of Merino wool with pure cotton, the high-twist yarns
yield a smooth, high-performance velvet that resists wear and stains for lasting beauty.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Dab spills quickly with a soft cloth.
• Treat stains as follows:
• For dry stains, use alcohol, then dry clean.
• For oily stains, use AVIO solvent, then dry clean.
• For water-based stains, use soap and hot water, then dry clean.
• Vacuum with upholstery attachment to remove dust and dirt.
• Professional cleaning is recommended.

ITALIAN TEXTURED BOUCLÉ
Crafted by a venerable Italian textiles mill, our Textured Bouclé is a lush fabric with a soft hand and
rich, chunky texture. The Jacquard weave is characterized by a custom blend of yarns that are spun
and entwined to produce luxurious, fleece-like bouclé loops with depth, dimension and a silken feel.
The heavyweight fabric has a stain-repellent finish for easy care.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Professional dry cleaning recommended.
• Do not use bleach or steam.
• Vacuum with upholstery attachment to remove dust and dirt.
• For liquid spills, blot gently with a clean, dry, white, absorbent cloth. Do not rub the liquid in.
• For stubborn stains or stains that have dried on the fabric, dampen a cloth with warm water and
place a drop of mild dish soap onto the cloth. Blot the stain and rotate the cloth surface to absorb
the stain. Use a clean, damp cloth to blot and remove dish soap residue. Air dry.
• If stains persist, use a solvent-based cleaner.
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PARÀ ITALIAN PERFORMANCE BASKET WEAVE
For more than a century, Parà Tempotest® has produced some of Italy’s most beautiful and luxurious
textiles. Based outside of Milan, the company artfully balances a heritage of tradition with innovative
artistry and a timeless aesthetic. With its classic look, ultrasoft touch and superior performance,
our Parà Italian Performance Basket Weave is a premium fabric for indoors and out. Crafted from
solution-dyed long-staple yarns with a Teflon™ finish, the washable fabric offers enduring resistance
to wear, stains, pilling and fading.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Dab spills quickly with a soft cloth.
• Vacuum to remove dust and dirt.
• Machine washable.
• Spot-clean water-based spills with antibacterial mild soap and water; use a solvent for fat-based
stains. Air dry inside-out.
• Stubborn stains may be cleaned with a bleach solution that is 1:4 – 1 part bleach to 4 parts water.
Use a soft brush, rinse the fabric with water and allow to air dry.
• Professional dry cleaning recommended.
• Dye lots may vary slightly.

LUSTROUS VELVET
Crafted in South Carolina by a venerable mill that has been weaving fine cloth for generations.
Woven of proprietary polyester yarns, Lustrous Velvet combines the luster and soft hand of cotton
with superior performance and unmatched durability. Boasting a luxurious feel and rich color, it
features a water- and stain-repellant finish.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• To clean or refresh, use a vacuum with a fabric brush to vacuum up and down and left and right.
Finish brushing in the direction of the pile.
• For wet stains, blot immediately with an absorbent paper towel or slightly damp cloth.
• For dry stains, scrape away any debris from the surface with a dull knife or spoon. Using a sponge
or damp cloth and a solution of one part dishwashing detergent to ten parts water, gently blot the
stain, working your way in a circle from the outside of the stain to the middle. Repeat the process
as necessary until the stain is removed.
• After removing a stain, pat dry with a clean lint-free cloth; as the velvet dries, brush gently in the
direction of the pile. To accelerate the drying process, brush while using a hairdryer on the warm
setting about 12 inches away from the velvet.
• For slight bruises or crush marks, steam from approximately 12 inches away from pile and brush
with a fabric brush in the direction of the pile.
• Do not use any cleaning product that contains bleach.
• For stubborn stains, we recommend professional dry cleaning.
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ORIGINAL LUSTROUS VELVET
Boasting a luxurious hand and rich color, our Original Lustrous Velvet combines softness and subtle
luster with superior durability. A water- and stain-resistant finish offers easy cleaning, and a smooth
pile makes it a versatile choice for sectionals and large pieces.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Clean with a water-based product, such as a little foam from a mild detergent or a non-solvent
upholstery shampoo.
• Use plain white towels when cleaning so you do not transfer any dye onto the fabric.
• Do not use bleach.

VINTAGE VELVET
Created for us by a venerable US mill that has been weaving fine cloth for generations. Our 100%
cotton pile Vintage Velvet has a soft hand yet slightly slubby texture and striated effect that lends it
antiqued appeal. It features a performance finish for stain resistance.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• To clean or refresh, use a vacuum with a fabric brush to vacuum up and down and left and right.
Finish brushing in the direction of the pile.
• For wet stains, blot immediately with an absorbent paper towel or slightly damp cloth.
• For dry stains, scrape away any debris from the surface with a dull knife or spoon. Using a sponge
or damp cloth and a solution of one part dishwashing detergent to ten parts water, gently blot the
stain, working your way in a circle from the outside of the stain to the middle. Repeat the process
as necessary until the stain is removed.
• After removing a stain, pat dry with a clean lint-free cloth; as the velvet dries, brush gently in the
direction of the pile. To accelerate the drying process, brush while using a hairdryer on the warm
setting about 12 inches away from the velvet.
• For slight bruises or crush marks, steam from approximately 12 inches away from pile and brush
with a fabric brush in the direction of the pile.
• Do not use any cleaning product that contains bleach.
• For stubborn stains, we recommend professional dry cleaning.

ITALIAN FAILLE
Crafted by a venerable Italian textile mill, our faille upholstery fabric features a soft hand and subtly
ribbed texture. A blend of all-natural cotton, linen and viscose fibers, the tight, durable weave has a
performance finish for stain resistance.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Professional dry cleaning recommended.
• For oily stains, use solvent.
• For other stains, spot clean with a damp cotton cloth and natural soap.
• Do not use bleach.
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ITALIAN TEXTURED WEAVE
Created for us by a venerable Italian textile mill, our textured weave upholstery fabric is plain-woven
of cotton, linen and viscose and features a performance finish for stain resistance. Its subtle texture,
soft hand and delicate sheen are a refined, contemporary take on linen canvas.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Professional dry cleaning recommended.
• For oily stains, use solvent.
• For other stains, spot clean with a damp cotton cloth and natural soap.
• Do not use bleach.

PERENNIALS® PERFORMANCE CLASSIC LINEN WEAVE
The preferred choice of leading design professionals worldwide, Perennials® Performance fabric
is the ultimate combination of beauty and brawn – the gold standard in luxury performance indoor/
outdoor textiles. Designed by Ann Sutherland, the fabric marries the soft hand of premium indoor
upholstery with unparalleled durability. The fabric’s color permeates the fiber, resulting in colorfast
textiles that withstand the elements. Providing superior stain resistance and ease of cleaning,
Perennials® Performance shrugs off red wine and stands up to bleach. Perennials® fabrics will pill
over time. This is a natural characteristic of the fabric and does not indicate a defect. A light pass
over the surface with a fabric shaver will remove any raised fibers, creating a smoother appearance
without affecting the structural integrity of the fabric.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Clean with natural soap in lukewarm water. Cleaners such as Formula 409® have also been used
with success. Sponge briskly and rinse thoroughly with clean water to remove dirt. Air dry.
• To clean exterior cushions, flush with water and allow to air dry without removing the cover.
Repeated removal of the cover may eventually break down the seams and distort the fabric.
• For stubborn stains, a solution of one part chlorine bleach to two parts water may be used.
Rinse thoroughly.
• Professional cleaning is recommended for interior cushions.
• Repeated washing of Perennials® Performance fabrics may reduce the effectiveness of the
soil‑resistant finish.

PERENNIALS® PERFORMANCE TEXTURED LINEN SOLID
The preferred choice of leading design professionals worldwide, Perennials® Performance fabric is
the gold standard in luxury performance indoor/outdoor textiles. Designed by Ann Sutherland, the
fabric marries the soft hand of premium indoor upholstery with unparalleled durability. Providing
superior stain resistance and ease of cleaning, Perennials® Performance shrugs off red wine and
stands up to bleach. Perennials® fabrics will pill over time. This is a natural characteristic of the fabric
and does not indicate a defect. A light pass over the surface with a fabric shaver will remove any
raised fibers, creating a smoother appearance without affecting the structural integrity of the fabric.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Clean with natural soap in lukewarm water. Cleaners such as Formula 409® have also been used
with success. Sponge briskly and rinse thoroughly with clean water to remove dirt. Air dry.
• To clean exterior cushions, flush with water and allow to air dry without removing the cover.
Repeated removal of the cover may eventually break down the seams and distort the fabric.
• For stubborn stains, a solution of one part chlorine bleach to two parts water may be used.
Rinse thoroughly.
• Professional cleaning is recommended for interior cushions.
• Repeated washing of Perennials® Performance fabrics may reduce the effectiveness of the
soil‑resistant finish.
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PERENNIALS® PERFORMANCE TEXTURED LINEN WEAVE
The preferred choice of leading design professionals worldwide, Perennials® Performance fabric is
the gold standard in luxury performance indoor/outdoor textiles. Designed by Ann Sutherland, the
fabric marries the soft hand of premium indoor upholstery with unparalleled durability. Providing
superior stain resistance and ease of cleaning, Perennials® Performance shrugs off red wine and
stands up to bleach. Perennials® fabrics will pill over time. This is a natural characteristic of the fabric
and does not indicate a defect. A light pass over the surface with a fabric shaver will remove any
raised fibers, creating a smoother appearance without affecting the structural integrity of the fabric.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Clean with natural soap in lukewarm water. Cleaners such as Formula 409® have also been used
with success. Sponge briskly and rinse thoroughly with clean water to remove dirt. Air dry.
• To clean exterior cushions, flush with water and allow to air dry without removing the cover.
Repeated removal of the cover may eventually break down the seams and distort the fabric.
• For stubborn stains, a solution of one part chlorine bleach to two parts water may be used.
Rinse thoroughly.
• Professional cleaning is recommended for interior cushions.
• Repeated washing may reduce the effectiveness of the soil-resistant finish.

PERENNIALS® PERFORMANCE TEXTURED TWO-TONE LINEN
The preferred choice of leading design professionals worldwide, Perennials® Performance fabric is
the gold standard in luxury performance indoor/outdoor textiles. Designed by Ann Sutherland, the
fabric marries the soft hand of premium indoor upholstery with unparalleled durability. Providing
superior stain resistance and ease of cleaning, Perennials® Performance shrugs off red wine and
stands up to bleach. Perennials® fabrics will pill over time. This is a natural characteristic of the fabric
and does not indicate a defect. A light pass over the surface with a fabric shaver will remove any
raised fibers, creating a smoother appearance without affecting the structural integrity of the fabric.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Clean with natural soap in lukewarm water. Cleaners such as Formula 409® have also been used
with success. Sponge briskly and rinse thoroughly with clean water to remove dirt. Air dry.
• To clean exterior cushions, flush with water and allow to air dry without removing the cover.
Repeated removal of the cover may eventually break down the seams and distort the fabric.
• For stubborn stains, a solution of one part chlorine bleach to two parts water may be used.
Rinse thoroughly.
• Professional cleaning is recommended for interior cushions.
• Repeated washing of Perennials® Performance fabrics may reduce the effectiveness of the
soil‑resistant finish.
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